
A Sticks and Tissue Special Edition 2009

ANSWERS TO THE MOST QUESTIONS I’VE RECEIVED IN 2008 
AND A FEW OTHER ODDS AND ENDS

THE FOLLOWING ENGINES HAVE APPEARED IN S&T OVER 2008 AND AT LAST I PUT A FEW OF 
YOU OUT OF YOUR MISERY AS TO WHAT THOSE ENGINES ARE.   I’M REPRODUCING THE 
PHOTOS HERE, WITH APPROPRIATE IDENTIFICATION.  THEY WEREN’T TAKEN BY ME, BUT ONE 
OF S&T’S CONTRIBUTORS.

I REGRET THAT THE SMELL CANNOT BE REPRODUCED, PERHAPS IN A FEW YEARS TIME?

MEANWHILE WITH A LONG LOOK AT EACH PHOTO AND BIT OF DREAMING THEY DO SEEM TO 
COME TO LIFE!   YOU FEEL YOU CAN REACH OUT AND GRAB THEM.

PLEASE ABSORB THE CONTENT AND ENJOY THE SHOW IN YOUR OWN TIME.

MY THANKS ARE EXTENDED TO DAVID KISELLA WHO HAS SPONSORED THE DIGTISING OF 
SOME OF THE PLANS, ALAN JUPP AND RAYNES PARK MAC FOR PROVIDING MOST OF THEM. A 
VERY VERY BIG THANK YOU FOR THE CONTRIBUTOR OF THE PHOTOS AND ALL HIS TIME AND 
EFFORT SPENT ON THE SUPERB PICTURES.

ONE ANNOYANCE THAT I CAN’T AT PRESENT GET AROUND IS THAT IN THE VARIOUS 
CONVERSIONS ENDING UP WITHN THE PDF FILE THERE IS SOME SLIGHT DETERIORATION OF 
THE PHOTOS AND ANYONE TRYING TO REMOVE A PARTICULAR PHOTO MAY END UP WITH A 
VERY POOR COPY?  THIS IS NOT INTENTIONAL.
 
I HOPE THERE IS ENOUGH INTEREST IN THIS SPECIALAS WE’D LOVE TO PRODUCE ANOTHER IN 
DUE COURSE. 

NEARLY FORGOT A VERY HAPPY NEW YEAR TO ALL.  

James Parry:-      james.i-parry@tiscali.co.uk 
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                  Aerol Hurricane 2cc                                                                 Airplan Normandie 5.5cc 

                                                                   Allouchery Turbolid 2.5cc
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                     AMCO .87 Mk I                                                               AMCO 3.5BB                              

 
 Anderson Spitfire .65 with high compression head                               Bantam .19 glow                       
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                                        BMP 3.5                                                                Bonnier 5cc fixed compression

    
                            Brown Junior model B                                                 Bugl 2.5 TR Mk I            
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         C.I.E.  .15       (Compression Ignition Engine)                                Cox Special .15 Mk II                

                                       Delong 30                                                                    Drone .29
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        Drone 5cc ball-raced model with variable                                             ED Comp Special 2cc
        compression head accessory

       ED Fury 1.49cc 1st model                                            ED Baby Mk I
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                                     ED Racer Mk I                                                     ED Hunter 3.46cc 60’s model

                                                                                                                 

                                Elfin 1.49                                                                 Elfin 50
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                     Elfin 1.8 first model (With tank)                                                           Enya 15D Mk I                   

                          ETA 29 Mk I (1948)                                                               Fox Combat Special Mk II (1958)
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                                 Frog 500 glow                                                    Frog 150 first model 

                                   K Kestrel 1.9cc                                             K Vulture Mk II 5cc

Cut away of a Vulture Mk 1
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                  Maraget 1.7cc SP                                             Maraget 3cc 3rd model

                     McCoy 60  with non-original RC carb                                                            McCoy .35
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                                        Merco 29 RC                                                 Micron 0.8cc Mk II (1948)

           Micron Celtic Mk II  1.8cc                                                      Micron 2.8cc Mk I (1945)
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                                    Micron Racing .60                                              MOKI S3 2.5cc

                        Mills .75 Mk I                                                                        Ohlsson .19 very early (1940)
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                 Ohlsson .56 Gold Seal Commemorative                                Ohlsson 60 with non-original RC carb

 
        Oliver Tiger Cub Mk I (1954)                                                                           Oliver Tiger Cub Mk III
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                   Oliver Tiger Mk II (1952)                                                     Oliver Tiger Cub Mk II 1.5cc (1961)

      Oliver Tiger Mk IV (Copeman modified)                                                Oliver Tiger Mk V
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               Oliver Tiger 2.5cc  Mk IV RC                                                        OK Cub .049A

                                OS Pet .09                                                                    Owat 5cc fixed compression
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Polymécanique 2cc spark 1941                                                        REA 5cc

                 Rivers Silver Arrow Mk II                                                              Stab 2.27 spark 
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                           Super Tigre .56 RC                                                                 Super Tigre G30 2.5cc (1957)

                                                                       Taplin Twin Mk II 8cc
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Jules Maraget

 

         

Jules Maraget with his .9cc model   again in 1947
“Climbed like a lift” 1946

<<< Maraget’s plane is powered with a .9cc engine like this one
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                                   Emmanuel Fillon

 
With 1937 Wakefield winner and same model in 1974 (Photos from Aero Modeller)
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                               Arden four stroke C1907/08
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A Repeat of Roger Cooper’s AMCO experience

Your readers may be interested and possibly amused to learn that the first job I ever had as the inevitable callow 16 year 
old was with a company called Aeronautical, Electronic and Engineering, in Alperton. Ring any bells?   Scruffy old 
place in a couple of wartime huts. For those not in the know they did a lot of small jobbing engineering but the main 
interest from our point of view is that they have bought the Amco engine manufacturing rights and tooling. Amco used 
to be in Chester if I remember correctly until the guy who started the company sold out and went to Canada. The engine 
assembly side was managed by no less than Dennis Allen of Allen Mercury fame - well before his Allen Mercury days - 
ably assisted by Len (Stoo) Steward. Both of them well known in model circles in those early 1950's days.   

Apart from fetching the fish and chips at lunchtime, and making the tea etc. I did several machining jobs on the Amco 
BB and PB 3.5's. If you ever come across one which you can date to around 1953 and it has a tiny notch below each of 
the exhaust ports chances are I was the one who had the totally boring and mind numbing job of milling those ports out 
one at a time. The notch was down to the shape of the tool and I can only assume that when it was set up in the machine 
for me to run it was just cutting a few thou deeper than on a previous occasion and the arbor of the milling cutter was 
catching the cylinder.  I also turned crankshafts on an old Southwark capstan lathe which had seen better days and the 
box tool we used to turn the bar stock down to crankshaft diameter seldom gave us anything other than a wavy cut.  
Very frustrating and furthermore it always looked as though it was down to me because the old lathe was long past 
running on auto feed - it just locked up and had to be dismantled if you tried.

When you think about it, it is a wonder we ever managed to make such wonderful engines.
I recall also the time both Dennis and Len were away and there were some engine rebuilds required. Somehow the 
works manager - a Mr. Barrett I think - found out about my interest and asked me to have a go at these jobs.  Sadly I 
was not up to scratch and when Dennis came back he quietly told me I'd made a b---s of it and the repairs had all come 
back.
There you are! Just another little snippet from the archive

Since the above I received another email from Roger who has added the following:-

By all means use my reminiscences of working for AMCO.  John Maddaford was comiserating with me recently on the 
parlous state of the equipment they used to make high precison items like the PB and the BB 3.5. As if that was not 
enough the crankcase castings (outsourced) were very unreliable and many had to be scrapped AFTER we had done 
work on them which revealed otherwise hidden faults - very uneconomical and inefficient. I doubt they made any 
money out of the operation at all!!
Don't know if I mentioned it previously but I remember them making some of the very first flush fitting mains wall 
switches for lights - the design was horrendous and involved nibbler cut squares of 18swg steel sheet, press formed 
acrylic sheet (which had to be trimmed) and all sorts of other bits and pieces - far, far too many manual operations, and 
I doubt if that idea ever made money either!
It's all history now!
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Below are a few plans, most have been in S&T but were popular so now I’ve reproduced in better quality
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PANDORA
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SOME PHOTOS SENT IN BY TED HORNE AND TAKEN AT EPSOM DOWNS
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      What a fantastic photo of Ted’s Horseman
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Brand new for 2009

Above is a 30” span free flight biplane for a PAW55 or Mills 75.   Designed by Derek Foxwell, and called a Bi Bi, it 
has built up wings and tailplane with a profile fuselage of 1/8” sheet either side of 1/8” longerons and uprights.  It is 
similar at first glance to an Ebeneezeer but on colder inspection the similarity ends.  It is larger than similar models and 
with “proper” wings should glide a lot better. 
The kit is just about complete including engine bearers, formers for either PAW or Mills (Both included) wheels, pre 
bent undercarriage, strip wood, you will need covering material, engine and tank.  It is laser cut and will be a rapid build 
as everything will slot into place.  Derek can be contacted on             del@oldschoolmaf.com
The photo above is the model not quite finished and of course not yet covered.

The kits are just about ready for 
cutting and will be available by the 
end of the month.  More in next 
S&T, which will be sent out on 
Tuesday 27 January latter pm 
(GMT).    Literally a few minutes 
before emailing this special four 
more photos were received again 
showing the incomplete model but 
at least partly dressed.
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Above and in several S&T’s there has been mention of several Aeromodellers such as Henri Stouffs, R J O’Neil of 
course Fillon and Maraget in this special.  I hope to be able to expand this in future with more detail from readers not 
what has been cloned from other sources and keep an open file as it were for each.  So if you have any anecdotes etc of 
aeromodellers of note or want to write a few words about someone who has added to our pleasure please email me and 
I’ll compile and issue to everyone from time to time.     Thanks James Parry.

Last Flight by David Kinsella 

David Baker, a leader - if not the leader - of Vintage in this country died on New Tear's Day.    He had been unwell for 
a while but, as always, it's a shock when it happens. No doubt much will be written about the great David.

I first met David Baker at Wembley in the early 1980s. He had a small collection of models there and invited me to join 
SAM 35 (which lead to Old Warden trips and Raynes Park MAC). David increased the SAM presence at Wembley, one 
year a dramatic display of one hundred models greeting all who attended the MEE, David carefully sighting his stand 
above the main entrance! Pictures appeared in the Times and Telegraph. Perfect!  He was driving things along in great 
style.

At Old Warden one year he waved a huge flag on a pole as he distributed Vintage plans to one and all. Soon he founded 
SAM 1066, established the Middle Wallop gatherings and had various booklets published. David and wife Hilda were 
central to Old Warden days, often bringing friends over from the USA.  A chat with Hilda and chums developed into an 
ad hoc stand-up routine one year, strangers gathering to see what was going on. I'm no pro but it went well (and good 
things have followed!) 

 I still have the bottle of House of Commons whisky he gave me, a great shelf of Clarions, Christmas cards and pictures 
of the Jenny biplane, the full size Vintage aeroplane he loved most of all. We should now give thought to a worthy 
David Baker Cup for Vintage Endeavour. Not that it will be necessary to be reminded of dear David, a surging life 
force in our great hobby.
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